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Abstract. This paper proposes an algorithm to detect unnecessary image pairs for
efficient structure from motion. Since image pair with small baseline is considered
as a poor condition for reconstruction, we focus on computing cameras closely
located. We address a term, “remoteness” which indicates the distance between
two images in this paper. The remoteness is not affected by image’s intrinsic
parameters because camera intrinsic matrix is applied to put the extracted features
in the normalized coordinate. The remoteness is computed using feature disparity
in normalized coordinate. Therefore, we can detect redundant image pair captured
at the near position without reconstruction. The proposed algorithm is proved by
experimental results with Notre Dame images.
Keywords: web image collection, reconstruction, unnecessary image pair,
remoteness
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Introduction

As digital cameras are generalized, we can easily get thousands of pictures of a
certain tourist spot from internet. Many researchers have developed algorithms
dealing with large number of images downloaded from internet. Snavely et al.[1], [2]
propose a structure from motion algorithm using internet photo collections and Chum
et al.[3], [4] propose a large scale web image clustering method by computing
similarity. In order to compute similarity, a near duplicate image detection(NDID)
approach[3]-[5] is used and it is applied to detect duplicated images for 3D
reconstruction[1], [2] as well.
3D reconstruction means a construction of a three-dimensional model of an object
from several two-dimensional views of it. In other words, the location of cameras is
very important factor for reconstructing a scene. It is a common agreement that if two
images are captured with wide baseline and many correspondences, then the images
are good pair for reconstruction. However the near duplicate image detection method
computes superficial similarity for every matching pair. Even though the algorithm
works well for detecting image pairs which have similar image content, it is not a
proper method to remove duplicate images for 3D reconstruction using NDID.

Snavely et al.[6] propose a novel method for a large scale reconstruction using
skeletal graph. They reduce a computational complexity for the reconstruction by
making uncertainty based skeletal graphs. They compute reconstruction and covariance
for each matching pair and then remove near duplicate images. While removing the near
duplicate images, they use a NDID method but it is not good enough to remove
redundant images for 3D reconstruction because it detects similar images instead of the
closely located images. However our method(we’d like to call it Nearly Located Image
Detection method, NLID) not only is able to detect similar images but also is able to
detect images with small baseline. It is helpful to reduce parameters and reconstruction
cost. In this paper, an algorithm for detecting the nearest neighboring image by their
locations are proposed. In order to extract the nearest camera, comparative distances are
computed between one and the others. We define a term, “remoteness” as a
measurement of how far away between two cameras are.
To make the algorithm be robust to these problems, the feature extraction method,
SIFT[8] and the feature matching method, RANSAC[9] are employed in this paper.
The main requirements for good results are that the extracted correspondences are
accurate and the number of features should be enough to guarantee the two images
containing common scene or object. We only consider the pair with more than 30
correspondences. Without loss of generality, we assume that every image has EXIF
information as mentioned in [2]. From the EXIF tag, we can obtain the focal length,
so the features for each image can be easily normalized by multiplying the inverse of
calibration matrix to each feature[10]. We show that the proposed remoteness
measures can be efficiently computed and used successfully to find the nearest
camera in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we review the
related works and a nearly located image detection method is described in section 3.
In section 4 some primary results are shown to prove that the proposed algorithms can
detect the nearest cameras successfully. We conclude with future work in section 5.
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Previous Work

Camera localization is well studied in computer vision and robotics. Several
algorithms have been proposed attempting to give camera locations by image search
or structure from motion. Typically sparse features such as interest points and straight
edges are detected and described. Restrictive assumptions such as static scenes[11] or
the existence of 3D models[12] are used to match those visual features between query
images and exemplar database images of the same scene viewed under different
viewpoints or illumination conditions. In Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM), both camera motion and the 3D points are recovered[13].
Self-localization can be categorically divided into global and find localization[14].
The first one considered in this paper determines the position and orientation of the
robot pose within a world coordinate system. The second one deals with the dynamicpose of the robot. They conceptualized as the extraction and processing of image
features, which by means of recursive state estimations provide the continuous
location of the cameras. However, partially significant visual landmarks and assessed

poses provide insufficient useful information for real applications. Also the height of
the camera should be the same.
Johansson and Cipolla[12] have developed a system to automatically determine the
3D viewpoint position related to model buildings using an image. For each building,
they create a template and map assuming linearity of the object in high contrast
regions. Matching is then performed by measuring the fit of each 3D model to the
query image. Sivic and Zisserman present video google[15] where key frames from
movies are used to query and find similarities between them using a text retrieval
approach. The descriptors extracted from the images are quantized into visual words.
The collection of the visual words are then used in Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency(TF-IDF) scoring. The scoring is accomplished using a list of
references to the images. Although location of features may be of importance on
small vocabularies, it becomes insignificant when the vocabulary grows. All these
approaches tend to work well for recognizing specific locations but we should have
reference image data.

3

Nearly Located Image Detection

In this section, a method finding remoteness between two cameras is described As
mentioned above, we assume that the cameras are calibrated(i.e., focal length is given
for each image) and features are matched completely.
The remoteness is obtained by the process as follows:
- Locate the feature points in normalized coordinate
- Center the converted feature points
- Select a point randomly
- Rotate all features to put the selected point on x axis
- Compute remoteness by differencing the points
3.1 Feature points in normalized coordinate
The resolution of each image collection can be vary. To deal with features
regardless of its resolution, the features should be in normalized coordinate. By
applying inverse of the calibration matrix to the feature points, we can express the
points with the points in normalized coordinate.
As described in [10], the calibration matrix K can be written as
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where, α x, α y are the scale factor in the x and y coordinate direction, respectively, s
is the skew, and (x0, y0)T are the coordinates of the principal point. Normally, we
assume that the camera has zero skew, the pixels are square, and also the principal
point is at the image centre. Then, the calibration matrix can be
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where, f is the focal length of the image and x0 and y0 are the half of the image
resolution.
By multiplying the inverse of calibration matrix, K to the features, the features are
normalized and we can deal with the normalized features with regardless of the
image’s zooming effect(focal length) and size.
3.2 Center the features in normalized coordinate
Let the normalized feature points for first and second camera are
respectively, then a centre point is computed by averaging the points.
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Note that the sum of the centroid points is zero.
3.3 Compute remoteness
In order to compute remoteness between two cameras, we should consider the fact
that the images can be rotated at the random angle. By rotating the selected point to be
on the x axis, two coordinate systems of features can be the same. By doing this, we
can overcome the rotation problem of images.
We can rotate the feature points by multiplying the rotation matrix
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coordinates of the selected point. Then, rotated points can be denoted by
(2)

Note that we ignore a scale factor to discriminate the camera position from the
object. The remoteness can be represented by differencing the features
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(a) Features in norm. coord. (b) Rotated features

(c) Pixel difference

Fig. 1. Process to find the remoteness

Fig. 1 depicts the process for computing the remoteness. The first row of Fig. 1 is
for the first camera features, the second row is for the second camera and the axes in
each image indicate image coordinate axes with origin (0, 0). Fig. 1(a) shows points
normalized and centered, and randomly selected point and its correspondence to take
rotation for each image feature. Fig. 1(b) is a result of rotated features to make the
selected point lie on the x axis by eq(2). Fig. 1(c) is a disparity between normalized
and rotated features of two images. To make the R be general, R should be divided by
the number of correspondences.
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Experimental Results

In this section, we apply our algorithm to various cases which can be happened in
large scale images including zoom case.

(a) original image+features (b) features in norm. coord. (c) rotated features
Fig. 2. Remoteness computation for a zoom in case

We will not show the result for the cropped, resized and duplicated cases because
we can easily see the remoteness is nearly zero for these cases.
Fig. 2 is a case to detect that the two images are taken at the same position. The
remoteness of our method is 0.000304 with 316 features. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are the
cases that the two images are taken at the near position and at the distant position. The
remoteness of our method is 0.000561 with 2481 features and 0.1229 with 123
features. The small value of remoteness means they are captured at the near position
and the pair is not good for reconstruction because of the small baseline.

(a) original image+features (b) features in norm. coord. (c) rotated features
Fig. 3. Remoteness computation for a close case

(a) original image+features (b) features in norm. coord. (c) rotated features
Fig. 4. Remoteness computation for a distant case

Fig. 5 shows that the relationship between remoteness and distances with a selected
image. The distance is computed after reconstructing the scene. The reason we
reconstruct the scene is to demonstrate the relationship between them.

Fig. 5. Remoteness vs. distance with selected image

Fig. 6. Superimposed image with registration of cameras to an overhead map

Fig. 6 is a superimposed image of reconstructed camera locations to an overhead
map. The reconstruction is performed to show whether our algorithm is good for
detecting nearest neighboring camera or not. The figure depicts that the results of
nearest cameras for 5 sample cameras. It shows that we can easily detect nearest
camera without reconstruction, hence redundant image pairs for reconstruction are
extracted simply.
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Conclusions

In this paper we proposed algorithms to extract nearest cameras by their 3D
location without reconstruction. By extracting nearest cameras we can easily remove
unnecessary image pairs for 3D reconstruction. Since images contain EXIF
information, the feature points can be located in normalized coordinate by applying
inverse of calibration matrix. By differencing the points in normalized coordinate,
remoteness is computed. Of course every pair has different number of
correspondences, so we have to consider this factor for comparing remoteness with
other image pair.

Recently most digital cameras have zoom lenses so practically many pictures
downloaded from the internet are zoomed images even they are taken at the same
location. In this paper, we showed that we can easily remove many redundant pairs
including zooming, cropping and resizing cases using proposed algorithm. In addition
we can partition the cameras by their location using Hierarchical clustering[7] which
attempts to partition n images into nested clusters. In fact the remoteness is not a
metric distance since it doesn’t satisfy the triangle inequality. However the nearest
camera pair can be uniquely determined so we can partition the cameras maintaining
the closest pair.
By clustering the cameras we can make efficient graph like skeletal sets and
eventually the reconstruction is simply performed. Hence efficient structure from
motion can be achieved by using proposed algorithm and it can be applied for 3D
scene reconstruction for various content applications such as virtual reality game, etc.
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